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Daycare, Boarding and Training Contract

DogSpot LLC agrees to provide a secure, clean and caring environment.
Your dog will be supervised throughout their entire stay.
In the event your dog is unwell, we will contact you immediately through the phone
numbers you have provided below.
Please read the following conditions, initial line by line and sign the final page if you
agree to all terms and conditions:
______ I agree to provide proof of required vaccinations to DogSpot LLC.
______ In the event my dog displays symptoms of being unwell e.g. unusual tiredness,
vomiting, diarrhea, coughing, discharge from eyes or nose I agree to not bring my dog to
daycare/boarding.
______ In the event my dog is unwell and I am not reachable, I authorize DogSpot LLC
to take my dog to the vet for treatment and I will pay the full expenses associated with
that treatment when I pick my dog up.
______ I understand I am responsible for keeping my dog on a flea treatment program
______ I understand my dog must be neutered/spayed by the age of 9 months in order to
attend daycare/boarding.
______ I understand my dog may have sore muscles, sore joint and fatigue after a day of
daycare/boarding.
______ I understand that running and playing, in daycare, may cause my dog to
experience sore pads, blisters and/or abrasions on their feet. If this does occur I authorize
DogSpot LLC to put socks on my dog’s feet and agree to pay an associated fee of $5.00
______ In the event my dog displays recent aggression towards other dogs and/or people
I will notify DogSpot LLC.
______ If I fail to pick up my dog by DogSpot’s closing time I agree to pay $1.00 per
minute I am late. If I exceed 30 minutes past closing I understand my dog will be checked
into boarding for the night where they will be available for pickup the following day. I
agree to pay all associated boarding fees.

______ In the event my dog displays aggressive behavior towards other dogs or staff
members, while in the care of DogSpot, I understand I may be contacted and asked to
pick up my dog.
______ I understand and acknowledge that my dog may come into contact with certain
communicable illnesses such as, but not limited to Bordetella virus (Kennel Cough);
interacting with other dogs on the property my dog is susceptible to injuries such as, but
not limited to, broken nails, sore pads, abrasions and/or cuts and punctures.
______I understand I am 100% responsible for my own dog physically and financially, in
regards to health, injury otherwise, even if it is the fault of another dog.
______ I understand that photographs, videotapes and other visual representation of my
dog may be used for promotional purposes.
______ I recognize the risk of injury that accompany said transportation and
acknowledge that this agreement is being relied upon by DogSpot LLC to permit
transportation of my dog to and from the facility or any other location. I accept any and
all conditions, rules and regulations promulgated by DogSpot LLC associated with the
activities, use of the facilities and transport, and herby agree to comply with them.
______ I understand my dog is given fresh water throughout the day, I agree to limit the
intake of water once my dog gets home until they have cooled down and are not panting.
This is to limit upset stomachs or other problems.
______ I understand that all monies paid to DogSpot LLC for daycare, cage-free barding,
transportation or training packages are non-refundable.
______I accept all risk of injury or escape that may occur in daycare, cage-free boarding,
transportation and leash walking while in the care of DogSpot LLC.
______ I understand DogSpot LLC does not allow any outside toys or chews as it is a
cage-free environment.
______ I understand that all boarding cancellations must be provided within 72hrs during
holidays and peak periods or I will be charged a $65.00 cancellation fee per dog.
______ I understand if I become unreachable for 7 days or more I wave my ownership
rights to the below listed contact:
Name:______________________________________Phone:_______________________
______ In the event my dog is not picked up within 14 days, after the day of scheduled
pickup, my dog will be deemed abandoned. DogSpot LLC will attempt to place the
animal under new ownership according to CA Civil Code Section 1834.5, Abandoned
Animals.

______ I understand during my dog’s cage-free boarding stay DogSpot LLC is not
responsible for any belongings that are left for my dog.
______ In order for my dog to be accepted into boarding I agree to drop them off by
12:00pm Monday-Saturday and between 10am-12pm on Sundays. If I fail to so I
understand my dog may not be accepted into boarding that day.
______ I understand if I do not pick my dog up from boarding by 12:00pm MondaySaturday and between 10am-12pm on Sundays I will be charged an addition $20.00
______ If not picked up from boarding between 10am-12pm on Sunday I understand I
must wait to pickup my dog between 4pm-6pm where I will be charged an additional
$20.00

I ______________________________________ hereby agree to these conditions and
(Print	
  Name)	
  

disclaimer, and submit my dog/dogs to DogSpot LLC under my own risk.

Signature:______________________________________Date:_____________________
Contact Number: (1)____________________________(2)_________________________

